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Colovo Releases Timepost 1.2
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Timepost is a project timer that integrates with popular internet time sheet services.
Timepost simplifies time tracking by automatically posting accurate project times to the
internet. This fast and reliable application saves time, money, and resources by offering
accurate timetracking for Basecamp, Harvest, and Tick.
Today, Colovo released Timepost 1.2, a project timer that integrates with popular internet
time sheet services. Timepost simplifies time tracking by automatically posting accurate
project times to the internet. This fast and reliable application saves time, money, and
resources by offering accurate timetracking for Basecamp, Harvest, and Tick.
Timepost Works While you Do
Timepost is amazing software when it comes to getting things done. We’ve set out to
improve web-based time trackers by creating a Mac-friendly timer interface. Timepost
automatically downloads projects and to-dos from the internet, so you won't need to
re-enter any information.
Timepost automatically tracks your project times without getting in the way. In fact, you
don’t even need to have it running to time yourself. You can create and run an unlimited
amount of timers and forget about them until you’re done. Once you’re ready to post
your time, just click the "Log Time" button and it’s recorded.
Not only is Timepost a simple project timer, but a powerful extension to your existing web
service. Timepost remembers login details and allows you to reuse timers. To make task
navigation easy, we've even included a function to ignore tasks unassigned to your
account.
New Features in Version 1.2
* Sound notification for posting times
* Automatic formatting for service addresses
* Rounding intervals can now be customized
* Times can be automatically rounded when posting
Bug Fixes:
* Associated projects & to-dos are now remembered
* Timer name and description can now be set while running
* Error messages are now easier to read
* Timepost has been rewritten to use less CPU
Availability and Pricing
Timepost requires Mac OS X 10.4 (Tiger) or later, and an account on Basecamp, Harvest, or
Tick. At the website, a trial version is available which allows for three time logs.
Timepost sells for US$39.00 per computer license, and US$179 for a business license (6
computers). Purchasing a license includes free Timepost 1.x updates and email support.
Timepost Information:
http://www.timepostapp.com/
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Purchase Timepost:
http://www.timepostapp.com/purchase/
Download Timepost:
http://www.timepostapp.com/download/
Colovo Design:
http://www.colovo.com/

Colovo is a web design and software company located in beautiful Yarmouth, Nova Scotia.
For more information on Colovo or its products and services, please visit
http://www.colovo.com/.
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